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AN ABSTRAcr OF THE RFSF.AR:H PRAcrlCUM OF Paul O. PoNers and
Bonnie J. Vance for the Master of Social Work presented May 28, 1976.
Title:

A Specialized Child Protective Service Unit

Arthur Emlen

The purpose of the study was to provide a descriptive analysis of
a specialized Child Protective Service unit's tine and effort on case
activities.

The research sought ' to give an overview of what is involved

in working Wi th protective service cases, and examined the decision-rrak
ing process in the provision of services.

Finally, this process was re

lated to casework effort and to outcx:rres.
'ill obtain a representative picture of what is involved in the

rranagerrent of a new' case and of a caseload of protective service cases,
two randcrn samples were drawn (10 intake cases and 40 ongoing cases) .
The resul ts :
Services were directed tONard maintaining children in their
hone.

CMl1

This was denonstrated by

95 percent of the children from the intake group were in
their

CMl1

hare at the end of the twelve weeks although 55

percent were outside of their own homes at the time of
referral.

2

84 percent of the children in the ongoing sarrple were resid
ing in theIr
Low

CMl1

l1om2s.

caseload size facilitates an early response to referrals.

The average caseload was 23 cases per worker.
~re

intensive sex.vice to families referred to protective ser

vices will reduce the number of children who must be placed in
foster case, thereby reducing the oost of foster care paytrents
by Children's Sex.vices Division.
The unit sex.ves long-tenn cases to a major extent, contrcuy to
manual guidelines.

The study indicates that the clients sex.ved

require continued se:rvice of the kind provided.
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Cl!APTER I

rnTIDDOCTlOO

The North Portland Branch in Region 1 of the State of Oregon
Children's Services Division had at the time of this study the only
specialized Olild P:rotective Service unit, where all p:rotective service
VX)rkers are W1der one supervisor, in that region.

The supervisor and

casework staff of the unit requested the study in the Spring of 1975.
The purpose of the study was to p:rovide a descriptive analysis of the
uni t 's time and effort on case activities.

Through this analysis the

research sought to give an overview of what is involved in Working with
p:rotective service cases and underscore the function of a specialized
p:rotective service unit.

As part of this analysis an examination was

made of the decision-making process in the p:rovision of services.

Fin

ally, this p:rocess was related to casework effort and to out<Xll'es.
The ooncept of a specialized Child P:rotective Service unit is one
that has been oonsidered by the Children's Services Division for the
State of Oregon.

In December 1974 the Oregon State Legislature had

mandated that all local Children's Services Division offices establish
specialized units for Child P:rotective Services.

The pu:q:ose of pro

tective services, as defined by Children's Services Division, is:
to insure the good health, sense of well-being and
p:rotection of any child who is physiCc3;lly or erro
tionally abused, neglected, exploited, and/or aban
doned by his caretakers acoording to the cx:>rmn.mi ty , s
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minimum standards of child care. (Oregon CSD
Program Service M:mual, November 1973)
The Program M:mual defines the population appropriate for protective
services as a child
whose parents fail, according to minimum camnunity
standards, to provide, either through their avn
efforts, or through the use of available OOITUl1llI1ity
resources, the care, guidance, and protection a
child requires for safety, healthy groNth and
developrent, and whose condition or situation
gives observable evidence of the inj urious effects
of failure to meet, at least, his minimum needs.
(Oregon CSD Program Service Mmual, Novanber 1973)
In the study, nine categories of abuse, neglect, or exploitation are

oonsidered.

They are:

1) abandoned, 2) unattended/illl.Supervised , 3)

inadequately supervised, 4) battered, 5) gross physical neglect, 6)
situational neglect, 7) errotional abuse, 8) sexual abuse, and 9) educa
tional neglect.

These are further defined in Chapter IV.

The rationale

behind the need for specialized services is discussed in Chapter II.
These services are implerrented in three phases:

assessrrent ,

developnent of a social service plan, and provision of ongoing services.
The program description as stated in the Oregon CSD Program Service Man
ual provides a stated goal for each.

In the assessrrent phase, the goal

is to respond to all requests for services and any report of abuse,
neglect, exploitation, or abandonrrent.

The goal in the developrent of

a service plan is to identify the nature and causes of the abuse, ne
glect, exploitation, or abandon.rrenti and develop ongoing services that
~uld

best alleviate the situation.

In the ongoing services, the goal

is to reduce and alleviate the occurrence of child abuse, neglect, ex
ploitation, or abandonnenti and to strengthen and enhance family life

3

so that the child can have his needs net wi thin his

Otm

hcm=.

From the stated goals one would expect that errphasis is given to

maintaining the family tmit and indeed, the results of this study oon

finn that family maintenance is the primary focus of the specialized

unit.
'Ib

obtain a representative picture of what is involved in the

managerrent of a nc-w case, and a caseload of protective service cases,
two separate randau samples were drawn.

The first sanple was of 10 in

take cases which included in their effort the assessrrent phase, and
developtent of a social service plan.

The sernnd sample was of 40 on

going cases which illustrated the activi ty involved in the provision of
services.

In ccrrbining the data fran these two samples with the knCMl

edge of the program and decision-making process, a general idea of just
what is involved in a protective service caseload is achieved.

0fAPI'ER II

ProVISION OF CHILD PIDI'EcrIVE SERVICES
AND THE IDLE OF THE SPECIALIZED UNIT

The focus of this study has been a Child Protective Service illlit
offering a specialized service to families on wham a report of child
neglect, abuse or exploitation has been made.

Much has been written on

the subject of special skills rEqUired of staff in child protection,
and identifying it as an area of specialized service.

The Child Welfare

league pUblished its standards for child protection in 1969, in which it
identified such a service as a specialized child welfare. service.

It

carries a delegated responsibility to offer help in behalf of any child
considered or found to be neglected, abused or exploited.

(CJVIA, 1969)

Earlier social services for such children focused on investiga
lion and adjudication of neglect, abuse or exploitation.

There has

been a decisive IIDve (;May from this crine-and-pilllishment approach to a

helping philosophy designed to protect the neglected, abused and exploit
ed child, and help make parents rrore responsible.

(D:Prancis, 1974)

The focus is rrore tavard helping these parents fulfill rrore adequately
their parental role.

Another irrp:>rtant aspect of such service is

tcward social plarming and action designed to identify and overC"C'lre
conditions in the cxrmrunity which contribute to the problem.

(CJAlIA,

1969)
The pllrfX)se of protective service to children is delineated in

5
the follaving excerpt:
The service, in behalf of the child, has as its
purpose to help parents recognize and remedy the
oonditions harmful to the child, and to fulfill
their parental roles nore adequately; or to ini
tiate action, either with parental cooperation
and consent or through petition to the oourt, to
obtain substitute care for the child whose par
ents are tmable, even with available help, to
rreet his minimum needs.
Protective service should also seek to iden
tify and help overcc:ne oonditions in the ccmnuni
ty which contribute to or fail to avert neglect
of children. It is not the purpose of a protec
tive service to punish or prosecute parents.
(CWIA, 1969)
In the provision of these specialized services there are unique
characteristics which make them different from other child welfare ser
vices.

These have been identified by several sources.

Beck, 1955; Scherer, 1956; CWLA, 1969; Davoren, 1975)

(Cbrdon, 1946;
The request or

referral for service is usually initiated from sarreone other than the
parent or guardian in the fonn of a oornplaint of child neglect, abuse
or exploitation.

The parents nay be hostile and resistive to any effort

at intervention.

The service has to be initiated by the agency in the

best interests of the child, and involves reaching out with social ser
vices to the family.

The protective service unit generally has a state

mandate to provide service when needed, and an obligation to explore,
study and evaluate the facts of the cx:xnplaint and the effect on the
d lildren involved.

Along with this is the obligation to oontinue ser

vices until the child is receiving proper care.

If needed, protective

service personnel have the resp:>nsibility to invoke the authority of the
juvenile oourt when such an action is necessary to secure protection,

6

care and treatrrent of the child if the parents or guardians are either
W1able or unwilling to provide for him.
Casavork with the parents or guardian of the neglected, abused
or exploited child is seen as the oore of protective sel:Vices.

In

working with these parents it is irrportant to keep goals in mind.

Fbur

basic goals have been identified by the Standards for Child Protective
Service.

(CWIA, 1969)

1.

The child should receive adaruate care.

2.

The parents should be able to fulfill their parental
roles rrore

3.

ad~tely.

Unnecessary separation of the child from his parents
should be prevented.

4.

Whatever may be of value for the child in his relation
ship with his parents should be conserved.

As early as 1946, it was the observation of Henrietta Cordon that

"the indiscriminate use of the tenn ' protective service' to include the
wide variety of case.work sel:Vice for children impeded the developnent
of specific professional skills and teclmiques which the distinctive
characteristics of protective sel:Vices makes necessary."

(Cordon, 1946)

The case.vorker is expected to have, or to develop specific skills in
order to provide the specialized sel:Vice needed in child protection.
(CWIA, 1969; DeFrancis, 1973; r:eFrancis and Lucht, 1974; Davoren, 1975)
The follaving is a surrrnary of the skills identified by the cited sources.
1.

Ability to communicate appropriately with parents who
may be resistive and hostile towards intervention.

2.

Ability to recognize when personal reactions may .
interfer with sel:Vice to parents.
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3.

Skill in rrotivating parents to change their care of
their children.

4.

Ability to involve appropriate supportive services
necessmy to

~liorate

the oonditions which led to

the neglect, abuse or exploitation, i.e. hrneuaker,
day care, financial, etc.
5.

Enabling parents to accept the reality that neglect,
abuse or exploitation does exist if in fact it Cbes.

6.

Ability to accept the parent where he is while at
the sane ti.rre not losing sight of the major respon
sibility which is adequate care and protection of
the child.

7.

Ability to eValuate and assess the extent of neglect,
abuse or exploitation.

8.

Abili ty to evaluate and assess the possible effect
of separation of the child fran the parents as
opposed to oontinued care in the hone.

9.

Ability to evaluate evidence for oourt action in rela
tion to the specific state statutes as applied to
child abuse and neglect.

Protective service effort calls for a strong linkage between pro
tective services and other c:ormn..mity and welfare services.

(Boehm, 1964)

Part of the function of the specialized service is to identify the areas
of stress in these families and CXX)rdinate the network of resources and
services provided in the oormruni ty for the alleviation of stress and
prevention of further neglect, abuse and exploitation of children.

The

8

protection of children is not solely the function of a protective ser
vice unit but the worker has the role of acting as a broker of these
services to the family.
A practical advantage of focusing efforts on protective service
caseloads would be the prevention of unnecessary placerrent of children.
Neglect, abuse or exploitation of a child by parents or guardians is
the nest frequent problem to c::orre to the attention of child welfare
agencies and constitutes a major reason for placement of children in
foster care.

(Jeter, 1963)

It is Vincent DeFrancis I oontention that a

higher caliber of service, with greater competence and increased capa
city for dealing. constructively with the prd:>lems presented by protec
tive service cases, will inevi tab1y reduce the ntmiber of children who
must be separated fran their hares.

(DeFrancis, 1973)

Beck (1955) noted that the protective casework function should be
identifiable as such and exercised by workers exclusively devoted to
this rrost difficult task of helping.

The advocacy of a specialized pro

tective service unit is based on the thesis that the problerrs of child
neglect, abuse and exploitation are acute and intricate and often in
volve long-standing psychosocial disturbances.

Staff who work with such

families l1U.lSt have training, experience and disposition to deal with the
full range of difficult situations CX>II1l"On to the protective service case
load.

A national survey conducted in 1967 identified

~

prime requi

sites as imperative to an adequate child protective program.
Humane Association, 1967)

(Anerican

First, the program l1U.lSt recruit mature,

experienced personnel with the highest social work skills.

Seoondly,

caseloads ITU.lSt be tailored cJ.a,.m and oontrolled to penni t the application
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of those optimum skills in such intensive casEWOrk as individual cases
may require.

This sarre study fOW1d success ful child protective pro

grams holding caseload levels to between 20 and 25 active cases per
VJOrker.
The inportance of caseload differentiation in child protective
service to form a specialized case10 ad is closely related to what has
been said aOOut the purpose, goals, and W1ique characteristics of pro

tective services.

If one agrees to these and the thesis that special

skills are required of protective service

~rkers,

it is logical to

accept caseload differentiation as a legitlinate rreans of achieving these
concepts.

The national survey of 1967 ];X)sited that by creating a pro

tective service unit an agency accents the specialized focus of protec
tive casework.

(Arrerican Humane Association, 1967)

By the establish

rrent of such a unit, the effort and energy of specially skilled workers
in protective services will not be diluted by general child welfare
cases.
The approach to Child Protective Services presented here may be
considered the classical rrodel for the provision of these services.

In

1974, Congress passed the Child Abuse Prevention and Treat:rcEnt Act which

authorized grants to the states and public and private agencies for
derronstration programs concerned with child abuse and neglect.
the projects were fW1ded for a three-year pericxi.

M::>st of

The programs were

designed to test different strategies for handling the problem of child
abuse and neglect.

The results of these derronstration programs when

published will no doubt provide
blems.

neil

nodels for dealing with these pro

OIAPTER III

rnIW PIDI'EcrIVE SERVICES AND '!HE DECISION-MAKlliG PRX:ESS

It is inherent in protective services that the social worker is
given major responsibility for decision-making.

Throughout the period

of service the social V.JOrker is oonfronted with critical decisions.
Is the complaint valid?

Should the child be removed

f~

his home?

Is court intervention required?
In view of this responsibility for decision-making, it is impor
tant to examine the process of service delivery.

Initially it should

be stated that the social worker is not alone in the decision-making
process for every decision is influenced by outside factors be they the
cormrunity, the family, the child, another social agency, or statut6ry
authority and the rourts.
Boehm (1967) in her study of criteria for decision-making in pro

tective services notes that the initial step rests with the oammunity.
A request for service does not generally rome fDOm the family but is a
result of canmunity concern about mistreatment or inadequate care of a
child.

The first step in the process has been taken before the social

worker via the agency enters the situation.
The Protective Service Program Manual for Children' s Services
Division provides a flow chart for protective services.

Figure 1 illus

trates four primary decision-making points in the protective services
process.

rGather Mdi

Service

.-------~~W tionA1 Datal

Plan

Direct Serv
ice Contact

Provide
Short-t,,['111
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I
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~
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I
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I
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I

t
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Figure 1:

Flow Chart for Protective Services
!--.J
!--.J
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First, are protective services appropriate?

Seoondly, when the oornplaint

is affirrred a detennination must be made of whether an errergency condi
tion exists.

Thirdly, should protective services be imposed?

Fburthly,

have the treabrent goals been achieved?
The flav chart represents Oregon Children's Services Division's
conception of ho.v the process should work.
provision of services.

It is a guideline for the

The question is ho.v adequate is the rrodel?

Hav

aptly does the m:x3.el describe the actual process?
While the chart daronstrates the general flav of services it does
not necessarily identify the subordinate decisions.

rrhe primcuy deci

sions deal with the issue of intelVention at different levels, and the
subordinate, or secondary, decisions are related to the irrplertaltation
of services.

In the case of the first primary decision point when the

referral is considered inappropriate a subordinate decision must be made.
Should the case be referred to other services or closed?

As indicated

in Figure l, in the event that the answer to the seoond and third pri

mary decision points is "yes," this leads to consideration of legal in

tervention and possible placement.

These are subordinate decisions

which affect the detennination of the service plan goals.

There are

multiple proc:Esses and decisions which potentially can be involved in
developing and carrying out a service plan.
acoording to circumstances.

Each service plan will vary

It is not within the soope of this study

to illustrate the variety of <XlfIbinations of decisions and processes.

Rather, the aim is to present in a general way the flav of casework ser
vices to a family referred to Child Protective Services.
Throughout the decision-making process there are numerous influ
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ences such as the juvenile murt and the guidelines set forth by the
Children's Services Division which affect
line worker.

cas~rk

decisions made by the

While the social worker has the direct responsibility for

developrent andinplementation of the service plan, he does not always
have mntrol over whether the plan will be follCMed through.

Outside

factors such as court inteI:vention may supersede his authority.

An

example would be a oourt decision to rarove a child from his harre
against the reoonnendations of the social worker.

This example under-.

scores what has been stated previously, that a protective service work
er functions within the context of a larger system.
The proCESs of decision-making is i.rrpJrtant when oonsidering the
data presented in this study.

~

samples were taken, one of intake

cases which focus on the first two prirnaJ::y decision points; the other,
from the ongoing cases which involved the third and fourth prirnaJ::y deci
sion p:>ints.

The data derronstrate that during the intake phase nore

tine and effort is involved in the initial phases oorrpared with the pro
vision of ongoing services.

The inference is that during the period of

tine when i.rrpJrtant prirnaJ::y decisions ImlSt be made there is a greater
expenditure of

cas~rk

t.irrE and effort.

CHAPTER IV

APPIDAa-I AND METHOD

The study was in response to the C1lild Protective Service unit I s
request that we investigate how much time and effort goes into manage
rrent of a new case, as well as into managenent of a caseload.

Every

caseload consists of two kinds of cases -- the new intake cases, and the
ongoing cases.

1Wo separate sanples were drawn:

10 randomly selected

intake cases each of which was follOJVed for a twelve-week period; and 40
randomly selected ongoing cases which were follaved for one week each.
This sampling was designed to provide a representative sample of the
effort typically required in handling new cases from the tinE they enter
the unit for a period of twelve weeks, and secondly the effort required
to manage a typical caseload in a Child Protective Service unit.
Sarrple of Intake Cases.

In selecting new intake cases the deci

sion was to consider the case new at the point that it was referred and
assigned to the protective service unit, regardless of the referral
source.

Starting in July 1975 the five workers were instructed to fol

lCM7 the next 2 intake cases assigned to them.
take cases was 10.

The total sanple of in

Data were collected on each case for a twelve-week

period follaving the date of referral.
Sarrple of Ongoing cases.
obtained from each worker.

A list of cases on their caseload was

Fran each list 2 cases per week were randortr

1y selected for a total of 8 cases per worker over a four-week period.
The 10 intake cases selected for the study were not included in the pop
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ulation of ongoing cases.

As cases were selected from the lists they

were not rerroved fran the population.
randomly selected was 40.
of one week.

The total number of ongoing cases

rata were mllected on each case for a period
The tirre per

There were 10 case s e ach week, 2 per worker.

iod oovered was from mid-September 1975 to mid-October 1975.

1he fol

leMing chart illustrates the distribution of cases:
Worker

j

A

B

C

D

EJ

1

2

2

2

2

2

ii

2

2

2

2

2

iii

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

8

8

8

8

8

iv
lbtal
Cases

~
Figure 2.
Data Collection.

Distribution of Ongoing Cases.

In

collecting data for both the intake and on

going cases the instrument was standardized.
sample of the form u.sed.

See the Appendix for a

Descriptive infonnation was obtained oontain

ing the various categories of infonnation sought.
Ten categories of type of referral were considered.

Fbllaving is

a description of each category:
Abancbned:

A child is considered to be abandoned when the parents
have indicated their intent to no longer provide care
for the child.

Unattended/Unsupervised:

Unattended/unsupervised children are
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those who are alone for extended periods of tirre or
whose whereabout s are unkno.vn by the parents for ex
tended periods of tine .

This classification differs

fran abandoI1ITent in that the parents intend to resurre
their care of the child.
Inadequately Supervised:

Supervision is inadequate in cases in

which the caretaker with whom the auld is left does
not possess the requisite skills for supervising or
when the child is exposed to dangerous items or haz
ardous oonditions in the hone.
Battered (Physical Abuse):

The child has sustained physical dam

age, such as bnrises, lacerations, fractures or burns
as a result of a nonaccidental physical act or acts.
Gross Physical Neglect:

1be mild has sustained physical or ma.

terial deprivation, such as not being fed, clothed or
bathed, which sc:ttetimes results in a physical state
of ill health.
Situational Neglect:

Adequate nedical care may be lacking.

Situation in which a child receives minimum

care and the parent (s) is knOtm or suspected of hav
ing errotional problems and/or illness such as aloohol
ism, drug addiction, nental illness, etc.
Errotional Abuse:

'Ihe child has sustained errotional d.a.nage as

shCM7Yl by his behavior or is endangered as a result of
various acts, such as being told repeatedly he is not
"gcxxl" or by observing a parent or other child abused.
Sexual Abuse:

1be follCMing are exarrples of sexual abuse:

rape,
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carnal knCMledge, seduction, indecent liberties, ex
p:>sure, incest, sodomy, solicitation, rrolestation.
Educational Neglect:

Situation where the parent(s) refuses to

send or allCM their child to attend school.
Other:

Any referral not oovered by the above.

Fourteen separate referral sources were used to indicate the open
ing c:nde on each case.

The follcwing were oonsidered possible referral

sources :
Court/Court Staff
Law

Enforcerrent, D.A., Sheriff, Police

School Officials
Physicians (Private Practice)
Heal th Agency (Hospi tals, Clinics)
local Intake Unit
local Ongoi ng Unit
Other Local Office
other Social Agency
Shelter care
Relatives
Neighbors
Anonynnus
other
In the event that a case was tenninated during the period of t.ine

data were being collected, a termination code was provided.
nine possible reasons for termination:
lb Abuse/Neglect Exists.

There were
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Family Functioning with no Further Need for Protective
Services or Other Services.
Family Functioning with no Further Need for Protective
Services, Referred to Other Unit.
Family Functioning with no Further Need for Protective
Services, Feferred to another Agency/pro
fessional for other service.
Child (ren) placed out of horre, long-term, referred to
ongoing Children's Worker.
Family MJved out of lOcal Office Jurisdiction, case
Transferred.
Family MJved - cannot be lOcated.
Family Refused to Cooperate, Referral to Juvenile Court
not possible.
Other
The Project Effort Fbnn (refer to the Appendix) was canpleted
weekly by each v.x:>rker on the cases which had been randanly selected.

In

order to determine the type of effort and ti.m2 involved, this fonn pro
vided two ma.in categories of contacts - client and collateral.
these was subdivided into nore descriptive xreasures:
travel tirre, phone, and paperwork.

Each of

office, field,

Paperwork was differentiated.

Under

client it was paperwork required by Children's Services Division, and
for collateral, papenvork as related to the juvenile court.

The workers

were asked to indicate the date, and the arrount of tine on each effort.
fur the collateral contacts we asked that the agency/person rontacted be
listed.
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Pretest.

A pretest of the Project Effort Ponn was conducted to

detennine the efficiency of the fonn, and the clarity of the instruc
tions for its completion.

From this pretest it was apparent that serre

minor revisions on the type of referral and sources were necessary.
The fonn, otherwise, provided the necessary information we thought need
ed at that time for the study.
Problems - Intake cases.
data on the intake cases.

Problems were encountered in gathering

We had neglected to find out the location of

the child (ren) both at the point of referral and at the end of the
twelve-week period.

We were able later to retrieve this infonnation

frau the case records.
In order to obtain an idea of the scope of activities involved on
an intake case, vve wanted to collect a full twelve weeks of data.

If a

case carre into the unit and was tenninated within a short period of tirre,
one to three weeks, the worker was to substitute the next intake case
assigned.

Fbrtunately this only occurred in

tyx)

instances.

At one point a worker already had one case to follON for the
study, and then subsEqUently received 2 nore new cases on the sane day.
Since only 2 intake cases per worker were to be follONed, one had to be
eliminated for purposes of the study.

This was done by the toss of a

coin.
Problems - Ongoing cases.

As on the intake cases, we also ne

glected to find out the location of the child (ren) for the ongoing cas
es.

The location at the rx>int of referral was not always apparent from

the case record.

Consequently we were only concerned with the location

of the child (ren) at the tine that data were collected on the case.
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•
fuis infonnation was retrievable from the case record or the worker.
'The ongoing cases had been selected from the caseload of each
worker.

The randau sample of cases was drawn at one ti.Ire.

able that when the week
been terminated.

Calle

It was prob

for a case to Oe follCMed that it may have

'This was allCMed for by the randan selection of two

altemative cases per worker.

They were to be used as substitutes in

the event that cases had been terminated.

This substitution was neces

sary in three instances.
General Problems.

There were sone mutual problems enoountered in

data collection on both intake and ongoing cases.

There were occasions

when a caseaide was available to the unit to perform sorre of the tasks
involved.

Any effort and tine which was spent by a caseaide was includ

ed in the count for the case involved.

Attempted field oontacts, and

phone contacts by either a worker or caseaide were not oounted, although
the travel tinE was included.

There had been sane desire to also in

clude oonsultation with the unit supervisor as a collateral contact.
Havever, not all the workers recorded this, and it was oonsequently not
included in the final analysis.

If a worker had not given a length of

t:i.rre for a phone contact, it was estimated at 5 minutes.

An estimation

was made in one instance of travel tirre to, and length of oollateral con
tact with the juvenile oourt.

The travel ti.:rre was estimated at 25 min

utes, and the length of collateral oontact as 30 minutes.
mations were made on the basis of other similar contacts.

These esti

rnAPTER V

FINDINGS ON ll-lrAKE CASES
As indicated in Chapter IV part of this study was designed to pro

vide a representative sample of hON much tirre and effort goes into man
agerrent of a new case.

TIlis chapter reports the descriptive findings,

and an analysis of the ti.Ire and effort involved in the 10 sanple intake
cases over a twelve-week period.
Sarrple Characteristics.

Of the 10 intake cases 2 had !TOre than

one reason for referral.

One case involved inadequate supervision and

gross physical neglect.

TIle other listed gross physicai neglect, situ

ational neglect, and enntional neglect as causes for referral.
other cases listed only one reason.

All

fur the 10 intake cases there were

a total of 13 types of referrals.
Referral

Frequency

.Abandoned. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 2
Unattended/Unsupervised••••••••••• O
Inadequately Supervised••••••••••• 2
Battered (Physical Abuse) ••••••••• l
Gross Physical Neglect •••••••••••• 2
Situational Neglect ••••••••••••••• 3
Eirotional .Abuse ••••••••••••••••••• 2
Sext.lal .AbllSe •••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Educational Neglect ••••••••••••••• O
otl1er ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0
Of the 14 possible referral sources there were only 6 that referred.
TIle rrost frequent source of referral was from the local North Office
Intake Unit.
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Feferral Source

Number of cases

Oourt/Oourt Staff.•..••••.•.•••.•• l
SchoolOfficials •..••..•.•.••.•.•• l
Local Intake Unit ..••..•......•... 4
other Local Office •••••••••...•.•. 2
other Social Agency ••••••••••••••• l
other (Babysitter) •••••••••••••••• l
Fran the 10 intake cases there were a total of 22 children in

volved.

A significant result, as shONTl in Table I, was in their loca

tion at the point of referral as cx:mpared with after the twelve-week
period.

Over half of the children were out of thej.r home initital1y,

but at the end of twelve weeks only 1 had not been returned horre.

This

reflects the unit I s philosophy that children should be returned to their
parents whenever p:Jssible.

TABLE I
LOCATIOO OF rnIWREN
BEFORE AND AFTER INTAKE

IDeation
At Harre
Shelter/Foster Care
other

At Point of
Referral

Percent

10
6
6
22

46%
27
27
100%

At End of
12 Weeks

Percent

21

95%

1

5
0

o

22

100%

Six of the 10 cases had juvenile cnurt involvenent during the
twelve-week period.

In 3 cases oourt action was not pursued.

Wardship

and tenporary conmi t:rrent to Children I s SeIVices Division were established
in the renaining 3 cases by the end of this period.

'lliese 3 cases in

volved a total of 6 children, only 1 of whom was in foster care at the
end of twelve weeks.

The ranaining 5 were in their

0NTl

hone.

There

were no cases in which a voluntary agreem:mt was signed by the parents
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for placement of a child.
Analysis of Tilre and Effort.

The Oregon Children I s Services Man

ual sets seven calendar days as the specific criterion for the max.ilnum

period of tirre from the receipt of a report to the initial oontact with
the family.

There were only 2 cases in the sample of intake cases which

did not rreet this criterion.

In one the family could not be located,

and in the other it took the worker eight days in which to oontact the
family.

In half of the cases oontact was made with the family wi thin

24 hours, as shavn in Table II.

These 5 cases included 1 physical abuse,

1 situational neglect, 2 abandonrrent, and 1 errotional abuse.

TABLE II

NUMBER OF DAYS FROM POINT OF REFERRAL

ro FIRST CLIENT CClfI'Acr
Nurrber of Days
Sarre day
1

Frequency
2
3

2

o

3
4
5

1

o
o

6

2

7
8

o

Never

1
1

A rrean of 17 hours per case were spent on client and oollateral
contacts over the twelve week period.

Of these hours 70 percent were

spent with clients, and 30 percent with collaterals.
Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of total number of hours per
week with clients and oollaterals over the twelve-week period for 10 in
take cases.

The highest hours of oontact for both categories was during
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the second week.

The sixth week showed a sudden drop, folla-ved by a

general decline in hours of oontact per week.

Figure 3 Here

Figure 4 illustrates the variation arrong workers in hours spent
with clients and oollaterals.

Figure 4 Here

In two instances the number of hours was affected by external cir
cumstances.

Worker C had one case in which the parent and child left

the state during the sixth week.

In another case Worker E was unable to

locate the parent in one case after several attenpts.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference in distribution of total

n~

ber of contacts per week with client and collateral over the twelve-week
period.

Fifty percent of the contacts were with clients, and 50 percent

with collaterals.

Figure 5 Here

In the first two weeks the number of collateral oontacts signifi
cantly exceeds client oontacts, although the duration of these oontacts
is shorter.

Illring the sixth week, the number of oontacts for both cate

gories decline and begin to level out.
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The rrean number of contacts per case over the twelve-week period
was 37.

The variation arrong individual workers and the number of client

and collateral contacts are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Here

The same factors which affected the total time of workers C and E
also affected their total number of rontacts.
Also invol ved with client and oollateral oonta.cts is the amount of
travel tirre.

Over the twelve-week period an average of 3 hours per case

were spent traveling to and fran contacts.
The final variable to be considered in 'this analysis of tilre and
effort is paperwork.

A distinction was made between pape:rwork required

by Children I S Services Division, and that which was related to oourt

involverrent.

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of hours spent on

each per week over the twelve-week period.

Figure 7 Here

TiJre spent on Children I s Services Division paperwork remained rela
tively consistent over the sarrpled time frame.

The oourt-related paper

vvork shONed a significant increase between the sixth and eighth week.
The increase roincides with the decrease in number and hours of client
and rollateral rontacts.
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GrAPIER VI

FINDINGS ON ONGOING CASES
This chapter rePJrts the descriptive findings, and an analysis of
a cross-section of activity for 40 ongoing cases which were randomly
selected from the unit.

The total number of ongoing cases in the unit

at the tirre of sampling was 103.

Fbr the five VJOrkers the rrean nurrber

of ongoing cases per VJOrker was approximately 21.

This figure <bes not

include the sample of 10 intake cases.
Sample Characteristics.

Of the 40 ongoing cases 3 had rrore than

one reason for referral.

1Wo cases involved inadequate supervision

and situational neglect.

The third case listed lIDattended/unsupervised

and situational neglect.

All other cases listed only one reason.

ITOst frequent reason for referral was situational neglect.

The

There were

a total of 43 reasons for referral.
Referral

Frequency

.Abal1doned. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1
Unattended/Uhsupervised••••••••••• 6
Inadequately Supervised•.••••••••• 4
Battered (Physical Abuse) •••.••••• 6
Gross Physical Neglect•••••••••••• 5
Situational Neglect•••••••••••••• 17
EiTotional .A1Juse ••••••••••••••••••• 2
Educational Neglect•••••••••••••.• O
O1:l1er ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0

'The 40 ongoing cases reflected a wide range of sources of referral.
Law enforcerrent accolIDted for rrore than twice as m:my referrals as any

other single referral source.

There were 3 cases in which the source
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was listed as other but not explained.
Peferral Source

Number of cases

Oourt/Cburt Staff ••••••••••••••..•.•• l
Law Enforcement ••••••••••••••••••••• 12
SchoolOfficials ••••.•••••••••••..••• 2
Physicians (Private Practice) ••.••... 1
Health Agency (Hospitals, Clinics) .•• 2
IDcal Intake Urli t ••••.••••••••••••••• 5
Local Ongoing Urlit .•.•••••••••••••••• 3
other Local Office ••••••••••••••••••. 2
other Social Agency •.•••••••••••••••• 4
Shelter care.................... •...• 0
:Relatives. . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . 4
Neigll.l:>ors .........••..•.••••.•....• .. 1
MOrljllTOtlS. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0

other. o•..•.....•••••••••••••••••••••• 3
The total nurrber of children represented in the sample was 105.
Table III represents the location of these children at the titre of sam
pIing.

Approxinately 84 percent of the children were residing in their

avn hOIl'es.

TABLE III
I.OCATIOO OF auWREN
IN CNGOING CASES

Location
At Horre
Foster Care
other

Nurrber of Children
88

14
3

105

Percent

84%
13
3

100%

'Ihe three cases listed under "Other" involved 1 child in a group harre,
1 in shelter care, and 1 Iiving with grandparents.
Children I S Services Division had been given temporary oonmitrrent
by the juvenile court on 27 percent of the children, and of these 57 pez
cent were with their parent(s) under the supervision 9 f Child Protective
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Services, and 1 child was with grandparents.
Examining the sarre data in terms of the number of cases involved
gives another perspective.

Table IV illustrates the location of the

children and the number of cases involved.

In 80 percent of the cases

all the children were at home.
TABLE IV
r.cx::ATION OF CHILDREN BY CASE

IN ONGOING SAMPLE

LOcation

Number of cases

All Children at Horre
Serre Children at Hc::.ue/
Same Children placed
All Children placed outside
of Hc::.ue

32
3
5

40

Percent

80%
7

13
100%

For 30 percent of the families, of the ongoing cases Children IS
Sel:Vices Division had been given temporary a:mnitment by the juvenile
CX)urt of either sarre or all of the children.

The sample cases reflect a wide range of time that the workers in
the Child Protective Service unit have been involved with these ongoing
cases.

The rredian tine in service was one year.

In SCIre instances

cases were brought into the specialized unit by the individual worker
from a previous caseload.

This information does not necessarily indi

cate the length of tine that a case has had involverrent with Children IS
Services Division prior to the worker being assigned to the case.
Table V shONS the distribution of the frequency of cases for each.

.,
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TABLE V

DURATICN OF mOOING CASE INVOLVEMENT

Tine Period

Frequency of cases

0-6 rronths
7-12 months
13-18 mJnths
19-24 rronths
25-30 rronths
31-36 rronths
OVer 37 rronths

Analysis of Tilre and Effort.

Percent

7
13
12
1

18%

4

10

0
3
40

o

33
30
2

7

100%

To daronstrate a cross-section of

activity from the workers' ongoing case10ads the total ntmlber of oon
tacts for clients and collaterals were combined, as was the arrount of
t.im2.

This differs from the analysis of the intake cases which consid

ered client and collateral oontacts separately.
For each worker there was a Irean of 2.3 contacts for each case
per week.

A rrean ti.rre of 30 minutes was required per contact.

illustrates the distribution of these data by worker.
TABLE VI
CDNTACI'S AND TIME BY mRKER

w::>rker
A
B

C
D
E

*8

'Ibtal
Contacts *

17
10
28
13
24

cases per worker.

Mean
Contact
~r Case

2.1
1.3
3.5
1.6
3.0

Mean Tim=
per Contact

35
62
16
17
19

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

Table VI
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Worker B had the least number of contacts, but spent the rrost t..iITe
per contact, whereas the worker with the highest number of oontaq:s
spent the least anount of time per contact.
A different perspective is gained by examining the time spent per

case by each worker during one week.
each case per week was 55 minutes.

The mean anount of time spent on
Table VII sho.-vs the mean time each

worker spent on a case per week in client and collateral oontacts.
TABLE VII
'ImAL TIME PER CASE PER WEEK
(mLIATERAL AND CLIENT
CXNrACrS)

Worker
A

B
C
D

E

'Ibtal TinE for 4
weeks on 8 cases
590
620
435
215
340

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

Tme per case
per week
74
78
54
27
43

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

Combining the time spent on pape:rwork and in traveling to and fran
contacts gives another rreasure of activity for the ongoing cases.
ITeal1

The

arrount of time spent on each ongoing case for these tasks was 1. 5

hours.
Surrmary.

In this study we did not attempt to acoolUlt for all of

a worker I s tirre, but sirrply to determine

1) ho.-v ITnlch tirre goes into an

intake case and ho.-v this varies OJer tirre during the twelve-week period
of intake; and 2) heM ITnlch time typically goes into service to clients
in ongoing cases, specifically the number of oontacts and time per oon
tact.

Ho.-vever, it does provide perspective to an estimate of caseload
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demand for tirre.

Ongoing cases alone oonsume an estimated average of 24

hours per week for an average caseload (2.3 contacts x 30 minutes x 21
ongoing cases).

This does not include the t.i.ne ra:}Uired ,for intake cases

which workers ·also handle.

As we

SCM,

intake tine ranges wider, wi th

the first feN weeks involving three t..iIres the effort required later.
1his p)ints up the need to allow sufficient tirre for an adequate
response to intake cases.

1he outcxxne resul ts do support that this kind

of effort helps to maintain children in their awn hones.

ClIAPTER VII

CCNCLUSIOOS AND StM1ARY

llie study exarrrined the effort and activity involved in services
to both intake and ongoing cases, providing a quantitative and descrip

tive picture of a protective service caseload.

In order to achieve this

we related data regarding tirrE and effort with knavledge of the proces

ses and decisions involved.
The results can best be surmuarized in the context of the three
program phases discussed in Chapter I:

assessrrent, develop.rrent of a

social service plan, and provision of ongoing services.

These are con

sidered primary processes in the service delivery plan.

In the follav

ing discussion the activity involved in the

in~e

cases will be related.

to the assessrrent phase and development of a social service plan.

The

ongoing caseload will be examined in tems of the provision of ongoing
services.

Incorporated is a discussion of decision-making.

llie intake cases shaY that the activity level is highest during
the first six weeks which includes the assessrrent phase and developrent
of the service plan.

During this period the worker has three times

greater cx>ntact with clients than at any other tline.
is rrore contact with collateral sources.

Similarly, there

This would support Boehm's

(1964) contention that protective services effort call for a strong
linkage between protective service and other cannunity and welfare ser
vices.

The nature of these contacts during this period center arotU1d:

1) evaluation of the carplaint; 2) exploration of cxmnunity resources;
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and 3) CCX)rdination of c:onmunity se:rvices.

During this period the first

two prirrary decision lX'ints of 1) appropriateness of the referral and
its validity, and 2) detennining if an errergency exist, are reached.
fue se:rvice plan is also formulated.
As the activity level decreases on the intake cases after the

first six weeks, there a transition is made from intake to provision of
ongoing se:rvices.

Beginning in the sixth week the number and hours of

contact with the intake cases decrease and begin to approach the

mean

number and hours of oontact as in the ongoing cases, which was 2.3 oon
tacts of 30 minutes each.
It is in the provision of ongoing se:rvices that the social worker
implerrents the se:rvice plan through the use of skills identified in
Chapter II.

The goal is to alleviate or reduce the problem which was

the basis for the referral to protective services.

During this process

the worker must oontinually reevaluate the se:rvice plan to determine if
the stated treabrent goals are being achieved.

The data on tirre and

effort do not by themselves provide the basis for evaluating quality of
service, but do illustrate that oontinual oontact is ma.de with the fam
ily.
fuere is other evidence, however, that the se:rvices may have been
appropriate.

A

recurring obse:rvation made was that se:rvices were direct

ed to.vard maintaining children in their

CMl1

hOITe.

This is deronstrated

by oontinual client oontact both in intake and ongoing cases.

A

rrore

dramatic ITeasure of this philosophy was that 95 percent of the children
were residing in their
phase.

CMl1

horres by the end of the

twelv~eek

intake

Further, 84 percent of children in the ongoing protective ser

vices cases reside in their

CMl1

hOIl'es.
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The unit's performance is oonsistent with the goals as stated by
the Child Welfare League, that:

1) urmecessary separation of the child

fran his parents should be prevented; and 2) whatever nay be of value
for the child in his relationship with his parents should be conserved.
(CWIA, 1969)

tion.

The first statement is true with one

In the proc::ess by which the cases

CXJIre

~rtant

qualifica

to the unit, children

have saret.iJnes already entered shelter care as a response to an errergen
cy.

By the end of the twelve weeks, hONever, rrost are returned hare.

The data suggests, as does DeFrancis (1973), that rrore intense service
to families referred to protective services will inevitably reduce the
nurrber of children who must be ultimately separated fran their homes.
With the prevention of placerrent of children into foster care
there is a pragrratic saving.

It is far less oostly to pay the salary of

a protective service worker, who may prevent unnecessary placan:mts, for
a tine limited period than to pay the cost of continued foster care.

'Ib

underscore this, D:Prancis (1975) notes that the national average oost
per child per year in foster care is about $2,000.
One of the prine requisites for provision of adequate child pro
tective se:r:vices is that caseload levels be between 20 and 25 active
cases per worker.

(Arrerican Humane Association, 1967)

During the per

icxl of data collection, the mean caseload size for each worker in the
unit was 23 cases.
dation.

The unit's practice is in keeping with the recx:nm:m

The need for controlled caseload size is further substantiated

by the tine and effort expended during the first six weeks of an intake
case.

The ION caseload size facilitates an early response to referrals.

In 50 percent of the intake cases contact was nade with the client with
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in 24 hours.

Protective services, by nature , involve crisis situations.

Small caseloads enable the workers to intervene early for the protection
of the child and welfare of the family.
There were

~

areas in which the perfonnance of the unit was not

consistent with the standards described in the Program Service Manual
for Protective Services.

First, the illli t serves sorre children in on

going foster care which the manual says should be transferred to another
program service classification and tmit.

Secondly, the tmit serves

long-tenn cases to a major extent, again oontraxy to manual guidelines.
(Xl

both issues the illli t believes their service is appropriate, and that

the fX)licy should be changed.
Under policies and .procedures one of the reasons listed for tenni
nation (closing or transferring) of protective service cases is:
The children have been rerroved fran their hane
by volunta.J:y oonsent of the parents or by Court
order. (Oregon CSD Program Service Manual,
Noverrber 1973)
Of all the cases sampled, only 14 percent of the children were not
residing with their parents.

These cases had not been transferred, and

were being follONed for se.rvices in the specialized Child Protective
Service unit.
In another section of the Program Service Manual a note is made

that
Protective Se:rvices should not be provided for
longer than six (6) months unless there are ex
tenuating circumstances which must be documented
in the case reoord. The family should have made
sufficient progress in six (6) nonths so that
the case can either be closed or services pro
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vided under another program service classifi
cation. If this does not occur, and the par
ents continue to abuse/neglect their children,
alternative planning nust be considered.
(Oregon CSD Program Service Manual, Noverrber
1973)
In the ongoing sarrple, 83 percent of the cases had been

m

the unit over

six nonths.
Ho.v should one view this discrepancy between the stated standards
and the unit's actual performance?

Is the unit violating valid or

desirable standards, or should the standards be reevaluated?

Although

the policy has a desirable objective, narrely to give a tiIre-limited
focus to services, the investigators are inclined to agree with the
unit's belief that
1)

adherence to the guidelines would arbitrarily
disrupt the continuity of needed services;

2)

the clients served require rontinued service
of the kind provided.
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INSTRlCrIONS FOR CDMPLETION
OF EFFORT FORM "B"
PREFACE

This form is to serve as a rreans for the collection of essential data
which will be used in the ~criptive Analysis of the Protective Ser
vice Unit.
WORKER'S NAME:
DATE (S):

Self-explanatory

Date (s) oovered by fonn

CLIENT'S NAME:

Family Name

Number of Children: Number of children under the age of 18 living
in the horre, to include those children outside of the horre who are
served by the CSD Protective Service Unit.

;r'YJ?E; of Referral:

I€ f er to attached Code Sheet. Enter the num
r(s) which corresponds with the type of referral.

Opening Code:

Refer to attached Cbde Sheet.

Enter the number

Which corresponds with the Opening Code.
Date of Referral:
Service Unit.

Date referral was received by CSD Protective

Date of First o:>ntact: Date of first personal oontact (phone,
office, field) with client.
O:>nsent for Tenporary Placerrent:
temporary placerrent was signed.
Court Petition:

Wardship:

Date Voluntary Consent Fbnn for

Date petition was filed with Juvenile Cburt.

Date Court Wardship was established.

Tenporary Ccmnit:rrent:
Anticipated Closure:
case.

Date temporary ccmnitment was established.
Approximate anticipated closure date for

Termination Code: Refer to attached Cbde Sheet. Enter the number
which oorresponds with the reason for case closure.
(7/75)

•
Fbnnal Hearing:
CLIENT CDNTAcrs:
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Date of fomal hearing with the Juvenile (burt.

'Those rrerrbers of the irrm:rliate family involved in
Protective Service referral.

Office: In-office interviev with a client. This includes dates
and tirre for the inteI.Vitw. Enter date and t.irre as follCMS:
Date/Tirre.
Field: Out-of-office interviev with a client. This includes
dates and tlire for the interviev, and does not include travel
tirre. Enter date and tirre as follCMS: Date/Tirre.
Travel Tirre: Tirre spent traveling to and from interview and/or
atterrpts to contact client.
Telephone: Telephone contact with client.
and time. Enter date and tirre as follCMS:

This includes dates
Date/TinE •

CSD Paperwork:

Tine spent doing pape:r:work required by CSD, i. e. ,
fonns, letters, rerx>rts, etc. (other than Court).

(J)LlATERAL O)NTAcrs:

'Those other than client contacts including refer
ral source, staffings, oourt, financial, etc.

Office: In-office interview with a collateral. This includes
dates and tine for the intervieN. Enter date and tinE as fol
lONS: Date/Tirre. Indicate who was . contacted. ·
Field: Out-of-office intervieN with a collateral. This includes
dates and tline for the interview and does not include travel tirrv::!.
Enter date and tirre as follavs: Date/Time. Indicate who was oon
tacted.
Travel Tirre: Time spent traveling to and fran intervieN and/or
atterrpts to contact collateral.
Telephone: Phone contact with co llateral.
and tirre. Enter date and tirre as follows:
who was contacted.

This includes dates
Date/TinE. Indicate

Court Related Paperwork: Tirre spent doing pape~rk required by
Juvenile (burt as it pertains to the case, i.e., letters, fonns,
reports, etc.
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moES:

EFFORI' roRM

liB II

TYPE OF REFERRAL
l\})ar100ned.•••••••••••••••••••

ea • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

(1)

Unattended/Unsupervised•••••••••••••• it ••••••• "•••••
(2)
Inadec,ruat.ely S-uperviseCi ........................................ (3)
Battered (Physical Abuse) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4)
Gross Physical Neglect........................................ (5)
Situational Neglect ........................ e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)
EJtntional AbllSe.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (7)
Se.xL:lal AbllSe......................................... ~ • • • • • • • {8}
Educational Neg-lett..........................
(9)
otl:1er ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (10)
0

0

••••••••

••••••••••••••••

OPENING mOE

Court/Court Staff •••••••••••••••••••••

0

•••••••••••••• 0

C>

•••••

(11)

Law Enforcement (OA, Sheriff, Police) ••••••••••••••••••••••• (12)
Sch()()l Officials •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Physicians (Private Practice) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Health Agency (Hospitals, Clinics) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IDca.J.- Inta1<.e lJrri t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . .
IDeal Orlgoillg lJrli t ..........................................
Other I1:>Cal Office ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Other Social Agen<::j' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shel1:er care •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -• •••••••••••••••••••••
I€:1atives •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(13)
(14)
(15)

(16)
(17):

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
l~eigi1OOrs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (22)
0

•••••••••••••••••••••

.Arlon1'JlOllS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (23-)
otl:1er••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (24)
TEIMINATICN mOE
t'b AbllSe/Neglect Exists..................................... (25)

Family Functionillg with no Further Need for Protective
Services or otl:1er Services ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Family Functioning with no Further Need for Protective
Services: Referred to Other Unit •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Family Functioning with no Further Need for Protective
Services: Referred to another Agency/Professional for
otl:1er Service...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Olild (ren) placed out of hone, lDng-Tenn: Referred to
ongoing Cllildren' s Worker •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Family Moved out of IDeal Office Jurisdiction: Case
TraJ1Sferr:-eCi•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Family Moved - cannot be I1:>Cated••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Family Refused. to Cooperate: Referral to Juvenile Court
not };X:>ssible••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Oilier •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0

•••••

(26)

(27)
(28)
(29)

(30)
(3l)
(32)

(33)
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TYPES OF REFERRAIS DEFINED

(1)

Abandoned:

(2)

Unattended/Unsupervised: Unattended/unsupervised children are
those who are alone for ~'ct:ended periods of time or
whose whereabouts are unknONn by the parents for ex
tended periods of tine. This classification differs
from abandonrrent in that the parents intend to resUIte
their care of the child.

(3)

Inadequately Supervised: Supervision is inadequate in cases where
the caretaker with whan the child is left does not
possess the requisite skills for supervising or when
the child is exJ.X)sed to dangerous items or hazardous
cnnditions in the h~.

( 4)

Battered (Physical Abuse): The child has sustained physical dam
age, such as bruises, lacerations, fractures, or
burns as a result of a nonaccidental physical act or
acts.

(5)

Gross Physical Neglect: The child has sustained physical or rna.
terial deprivation, such as not being fed, clothed
or bathed, which sorretines results in a physical
state of ill health. Adequate rredical care may be
lacking.

(6)

Situational Neglect: Situation where a child receives minimum
care and the parent (s) is knON11 or suspected of
having errotional prdJlems and/or illneSs such as
alooholism, drug addiction, Irental illness, etc.

(7)

Errotional Abuse: The child has sustained E!rOtional damage as
sha.vn by his behavior or is endangered as a result of
various acts, such as being told repeatedly he is not
"good" or by observing a parent or other child abused.

(8)

Sexual Abuse:

(9)

Educational Neglect: Situation where the parp.nt (s) refuse to
send or allay their child to attend school.

(10)

child is considered to be abandoned when the parents
have indicated thhlr intent to no longer provide care
for the child.

A

The follaving are exanples of sexual abuse: rape,
carnal knavledge; seduction; indecent liberties; ex
[X)sure; incest; sodoI1¥; solicitation; rrolestation.

Other:

My referral not oovered by the above. Please make
an explanation in the area for cx:mTleI1ts on Project
Effort Fbnn - B.

Worker's Name

..

PROJECT EFFORT FORM -

B

CLIENT CONTACTS
Jate:

OFFICE

Client's Name:
I

FIELD

TRAVEL TIME

COLLATERAL CONTACTS
TELEPHONE

CSD PAP.ER .WORK

INTERVIEW

TRAVEL TIME

TELEPHONE

COURT RELATED
PAPER WORK

Field:

Number of Children
Ty~eferral

Opening Code
Date of Referral
Date of First Contact
Consent for T.P.
Court Petition
Wardship
Temporary COl'Tlllitment
Anticipated Closure
Tennindt ion Code
Fonnal Hearing

Client's Name:

Number of

Office:

Field:

Childr~n

!..v~Referl·<ll
9penin~de

Date of Referral

Dateorffi~t-Contact

Consent for T.P.
Court Petition
~Jrdshi~
Te!11.£~~~ol'Tllli

tr:lent
Ant icJ.pa ted Closure
Termination Code
Formal Hearing

Office:

~

MAKE COMMENTS ON THE BACK WHICH YOU FEEL ARE RELATED TO THE RESPECTIVE CASES.

00
-

